We welcome new challenges by being aware of
the leading-edge technologies and constantly
following up on the digital evolution.

Overview
Demis Company brings extensive experience in the IT industry with a passion for
solving complex organizational requirements.
This Company started its activity in 2005 with software products based on
customer order and requirements. After 2010, our company’s focus is on
Health insurance and e-Health industry.
We have a genuine obsession with making businesses more efficient, secure,
productive, and accurate by identifying their essentials and offering them
valuable experiences and services on the edge of technology.
We have more than 15 years of experience in implementing applications in
various areas and organizations. At the moment, we are specialists in providing
design and developing customer business processes by using a Java
open-source framework based on microservice architecture.

Our Vision:

Improve quality of life-style by facilitating access to use of insurance and health
services anytime, anywhere

Our Mission:

Provide integrated and intelligent IT solutions for organizations, companies and
Health care providers.

Our Philosophy:

We believe in providing our clients with extraordinary professional services to
gain their trust and develop long-term business associations.
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Products
EasyMed system
The EasyMed solution is a platform
for managing information
exchange and processes between
health stakeholders, including
physicians, health centers, offices,
clinics and patients entirely online.
None of these stakeholders needs
to provide server infrastructure.
EasyMed System is a SaaS solution.
Its advantages are increasing the
speed and accuracy of health
services, increasing revenue,
reducing costs, optimal resource
management, and finally
increasing public satisfaction for
health and medical services clients.
EasyMed is an integrated and
intelligent solution by providing
various online services in the health
care systems, such as:
• Electronic Medical Records
• Patient Registry
• Admission Management
• Appointment Scheduling
• Billing & Invoicing
• Patient Charting
• e-Prescribing
• Follow-up
• Claim Administration
• Compliance Tracking
• Customizable Dashboard
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• Insurance Eligibility Verification
• Multi Location
• Multi Physician
• Mobile App
• Patient Portal
• RXNorm Compatible
• Open EHR Compatible
• ISO 13606
• SaaS Providing

+1500

+25M

+3K

Health-Care Provider

e-Prescription

Doctor

Demis Health Insurance
Solution (RASA)
Facilitate your customers’ healthcare journey with a complete administration
health insurance platform.
It delivers more transparency, faster claims processing, and accurate premium
billing.
The RASA system is a comprehensive and integrated solution covering every
aspect of the health insurance administration, from credentialing providers to
claims reimbursement and electronic payment.
RASA is designed to maximize scalability and minimize administrative costs by
working in a completely user-friendly web-based environment.
• Product definition
• Quoting
• Policy & contract Administration
• Endorsement administration
• installment management
• Endorsement administration
• Commission management
• Claims Administration
• Claims Assessment
• e-Payment
• Accounting
• Financial clearing
• Collection and Disbursement
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Insurance company

+10M
Insured

• Health care provider contract management
• Assessor contract management
• Assessor fee calculation
• Insured list change management
• Sales network management
• Multi Organization
• User management
• Fraud detection and prevention
• Built-In work flow engine
• Integrated Rule engine
• Well-defined & BI Reporting
• Notification management
• API exchange gateway
+17K
Health-Care Provider

+150M

+60K

Claim Doc

Online Users
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DEMIS Business Rule Management
System (BRMS)
Demis Business Rule Management System (BRMS) is a technology platform has
built for implementing, managing and executing business logical and
decision-making processes.
Demis BRMS are typically low-code and easy-to-use, empowering
non-engineers to handle automated decision processes that previously
demanded comprehensive technological effort.
• Flexible to manipulate business
r rules without programming
• Customizable Engine
• Developing business rules
bwithout programming

• Rule validation and control
• Knowledge repository definition
• Examination and verification
• Monitoring
• Life-cycle Management

Safetyminder
It is a platform that gives you a straightforward, practical manner to implement
& monitor your Occupational, Safety & Health (OHS) requirements.
Safetyminder allows you to manage all aspects of your responsibility within the
workplace, saving time and making you safer at work.
• Personal Access Via Mobile App
• Document Management
• Fully Automated Reminder System
• Personal Management
• Dashboard
• Incident Reporting
• Sub-contractor Management
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• Hazardous Substances &
Hazard Registers
• Meetings & Reporting
• Plant, Equipment & PPE
• Security
• Cloud-Based Storage

TPORT
TPORT as B2B distribution channel
manager provides facility of direct
reservations between hotels and
travel operators.
. It allows any accommodation provider
defines its inventory. At the same time,
any travel provider can easily search &
book the inventory which they want,
with no need for a pre-existing
relationship with the hotel.

. The platform includes a payment
port module which eliminates
traditional payment complex
process
. As well as a content module
where hotels can control images
and data of their property.
• Pricing
• Online Booking
• Exchange Data with API
• Discount Management
• Channel management
• e-Payment

Fraud Detection Service
Detection of fraud in the system has
been used to identify
non-register-able items in electronic
files and prevent the registration of
unrealistic parameters and prevent
user mistakes. The presence of this
reduces costs, prevents wasting time
for document expertise, prevent the
registration of cases not related to
the file, prevent the registration of
excessive standard amounts,
prevent the registration of
non-standard coding, and so on.

• F&A Machine Learning-based
EEngine
• F&A Management
• F&A Rule-based Engine
• Authentication System
• F&A Detection (DTC)
• F&A Supervision
• Workflow Engine
• Report Engine
• Authentication & Security
• Security API
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DEMIS Auto insurance damage
management ( RAYAUTO)
RAYAUTO is a solution to manage the car insurance claim process entirely
digitally, not in person, from beginning to end. A policyholder can send its claim
at the place of accident by its cellphone and follow requests after registering
claims. This solution is independent of issuing system and can join with an
issuing system to manage the claim process. This solution has three primary
subsystems:
• Mobile application for policyholders
• Policies viewing
• Claim request
• Following the requests
• Document uploading
• Mobile application for assessors
• Viewing the tasks
• Assessing the claim
• Saving the assessing result

• Web application for an
insurance company
• Workflow management to
manage the tasks
• Claim assessment
• Calculating the claim
• Claim payment
• Data migration API

RAYAUTO is an extendable system to manage the claim process for other
non-life insurance fields because it has a flexible structure without any
dependency on Car insurance
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DEMIS FORM BUILDER
If you demand to build attractive-looking web forms quickly, Demis Form Builder
is the most helpful tool for the tasks. You can drag & drop questions and custom
fields to wherever you need them. Play with the colours and structure of your
forms. The most beneficial part is that you can do all of this without writing a
single line of code!
• Create conversion-ready forms with ease using a form builder
• Simple to use
• Highly customizable
• Easy to distribute
• Powerful analytics tools
• Custom Dashboards and Analytics
• Workflows with Web Forms App

DEMIS HEALTH CLAIM ANALYZER
It is used to streamline the medical claims process, which eases the relationship
between provider and insurance company and efficiently speeds up the
patient’s payment lifecycle. These solutions leverage automation features so
hospitals and clinics can resolve or prevent any hurdles that can potentially
disrupt the claims processing and billing workflow. This software is sold either as
standalone products or bundled within RASA. Users of healthcare claims
management software include payers, health care providers, and insurance
providers.
• Commission management
• Claims Administration
• Claims Adjudication
• Claims Assessment
• Claims Pricing
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Services:

Technologies

• Custom Application Development
• Mobile Application Development
• Business Intelligence (BI)
• Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning
• Fraud Detection Services
• Rule Engine Customization

• Java
• Angular
• WebLogic
• Docker and Kubernetes
• ELK & Apache Kafka
• Oracle DB & DW
• Oracle BI
• Mongo DB
• DevOps Tools
• SaaS Providing

Clients

Industries

• Iran Insurance Company
• Day Insurance Company
• Iranian Health Insurance Organization
• ATIYEH SAZAN HAFEZ Insurance
Company
• KARAFARIN Insurance Company
• Isfahan Municipality IT Organization
• Isfahan University of Medical Sciences
• Iran Ministry of Health and Medical
Education

• Insurance
• Health Care
• Tourism
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contact us
+90 507 122 71 70
info@demisco.com
www.demisco.com

